
Ashley Boyd

EVAL CRITERIA (0 - 5)

Passing

Comments:

Tendency to be flat on her heels, but her overall passing form looks great. Good control of the ball if it is a

serve or easy pass over the net. Very consistent.

4.000.00 5.00

Setting

Comments:

Great hands, and feels confident to step in and set if the setter is unable to reach the second touch. Will

continue to work on developing her setting skills, and work towards jump setting to throw off the blockers if

she is grabbing the second ball.

4.500.00 5.00

Serving

Comments:

Serves are not as aggressive as they should be. Misses long sometimes, but they are more of a lob than a

floater. Will continue working on floating and short serves.

3.000.00 5.00

Attacking

Comments:

Phenomenal attacker. Aggressive, and is able to read the blockers. Quick snap that allows the ball to hit the

ground before the other team can touch it. Also smart when it comes to tipping and when that would be

best. Will continue working on her placement of the ball and form.

5.000.00 5.00

Blocking

Comments:

Great at reading the outside hitter and following where she is trying to go. Also does a good job of helping

block the middle hitter when needed. Will continue working on pressing over the net so she does not get

used.

4.500.00 5.00
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Digging

Comments:

As stated above in passing, has a tendency to be flat on her heels, especially when it is a hard hit or tip.

Working on positioning in order to be ready for the hit or move quickly to get a hand of the tip. Will continue

drills to build up this confidence and footwork.

3.500.00 5.00
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